A direct relation is established between the constants of motion for conformal mechanics and those for its spherical part. In this way we find the complete set of functionally independent constants of motion for the so-called cuboctahedric Higgs oscillator, which is just the spherical part of the rational A3 Calogero model (describing four Calogero particles after decoupling their center of mass).
Such system can always be presented in the form [1] 
where the radial coordinates (r, p r ) and the angular coordinates (u α ) obey the basic Poisson brackets {p r , r} = 1, {u α , p r } = {u α , r} = 0, {u α , u β } = (ω −1 ) αβ (u).
The spherical (or angular) part of the Hamiltonian H,
is the Casimir element of (1) and, hence, commutes with all generators but also defines a constant of motion of the Hamiltonian H. The spherical part of the conformal mechanics, determined by
may be considered as a Hamiltonian system by itself. We refer to it as "spherical mechanics" throughout the paper. It is obvious that integrability of the initial conformal mechanics leads to integrability of the "spherical mechanics" (ω 0 , I), and vice versa. It is also evident that the constants of motion of the spherical mechanics are constants of motion for the conformal mechanics. Yet, the inverse is generally not true, although there should be a way to construct the "spherical" constants of motion out of the "conformal" ones. This is the problem we address in this paper.
In [1] some of us began a study of spherical mechanics. It is relevant for investigations of the Calogero model [2, 3] and its various extensions and generalizations [4] (for a recent review see [5] ). Furthermore, the spherical mechanics of the rational A N Calogero model defines the multi-center (Higgs) oscillator system on the N −1-sphere [6] . The well-known series of hidden constants of motion found by Wojcechowski [7] for the Calogero model has a transparent explanation in terms of spherical mechanics, and its analog exists in any integrable conformal mechanical system [1] . Even in the simplest case of N =2, the one-dimensional spherical mechanics of the A 2 Calogero model shed light on a global aspect of Calogero models, by elucidating the non-equivalence of different quantizations of the Calogero model [8] . The N =4 superconformal generalizations of the rational A 2 Calogero model, constructed via supersymmetrization of spherical mechanics [9] , yielded a scheme for lifting any N =4 supersymmetric mechanics to a D(1, 2|α) superconformal one [1] . Finally, a formulation in terms of action-angle variables [11] led to the equivalence of the rational A 2 and G 2 Calogero models and provided restrictions on the "decoupling" transformation which maps the Calogero model to the free-particle system considered in [12, 13] .
Directly relevant for the task of the present paper, it was in fact demonstrated in [1] that all information on a conformal mechanics system is encoded in its spherical part. In particular, the "conformal" constants of motion with even conformal dimension were shown to induce constants of motion for (ω 0 , I). However, the authors were unable to find the "spherical" constants of motion induced by the odd-dimensional initial constants of motion. In the following, we are going to solve this problem with the help of so(3) representation theory.
The paper is arranged as follows: In Section II, following but extending [1] , we relate the symmetries of conformal mechanics to the particular system of differential equations on the spherical phase space. The analysis is simplified by the use of so (3) representations, which clarifies the origin of the spin operators appearing in the final system. In the Section III we construct a series of the constants of motion for the spherical mechanics, which is induced by the constants of motion (of any conformal dimension) for the conformal system. In Section IV we apply our method to the rational A 3 Calogero model and derive the complete set of functionally independent constants of motion for the cuboctahedric Higgs oscillator.
II. THE SPHERICAL PART OF CONFORMAL MECHANICS ("SPHERICAL MECHANICS")
In this section, we relate the constants of motion of the conformal mechanics (2) with certain differential equations on the phase space of the associated spherical mechanics. The result of this section appeared already in [1] , but the current formulation is given in terms of so (3) representations.
For any function f on phase space, define the associated Hamiltonian vector field by the Poisson bracket action f = {f, .}. For example, the Hamiltonian vector fields corresponding to the generators H, D, K (2), and Casimir element (4) readĤ
Since the assignment f →f is a Lie algebra homomorphism, the vector fieldsĤ,K,D satisfy the so(1, 2) algebra (1), and the vector field of the Casimir elementÎ, of course, commutes with them. Any constant of motion is the lowest weight vector of the conformal algebra (1), since it is annihilated by the Hamiltonian. Without any restriction, one can choose it to have a certain conformal dimension (spin):
A conformal mechanics which describes identical particles and possesses a permutation-invariant cubic (in momenta, s=3/2) constant of motion commuting with the total momentum?yields the rational Calogero model, which is an integrable system [18] . In the following, we consider only nonnegative integer and half-integer values of the spin s, so that I s yields a finite-dimensional (nonunitary) representation of the so(1, 2) algebra (6) . This includes the N -particle rational Calogero model and its extensions, whose Liouville constants of motion are polynomials in the momenta.
Our goal is to derive the constants of motion for the "spherical" Hamiltonian (4) from the constants of motion of the initial conformal Hamiltonian. Using (2), (6) , and (7) it is easy to see that the conservation condition (8) is equivalent to the equation
Here, the one-dimensional vector fieldsŜ ± together withŜ z are given bŷ
Interestingly, they form an so(3) algebra,
Note thatŜ + is generated by the Hamiltonian S + = − log(r) while the other two vector fields are not Hamiltonian. The integral (8) can be presented as a sum of terms with decoupled radial and angular coordinates and momenta [19] ,
The radial functions R s,m form a spin s-representation (s = 0, 1 2 , . . . ) of the so(3) algebra (11),
Hence,Î acts nontrivially only on the angular functions, while theŜ a act on the radial ones. Due to the convolution (12), one can shift the latter action to the angular functions by transposing the so(3) matrices. As a result, the action ofÎ on the spin-s states f s,m is given bŷ
This is a system of 2s+1 first-order linear homogeneous differential equations for the angular functions f s,m (u). The coefficients depend only on I, which commutes with the differential operator, and so they can be treated as constants. Note that all angular coefficients must obey the related (2s+1)th-order linear homogeneous differential equation
which is, in fact, equivalent to the system (14) , since any solution f of (15) also generates a solution of the original system. Indeed, using (14) , one can recursively express each function f s,m as a (s±m)th-order polynomial inÎ acting on the function f s,∓s . Diagonalization of the matrix M decouples the system (14) into independent equations, pertaining to the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the vector fieldÎ. Consider now some consequences of the relation (14) . From a constant of motion of the Hamiltonian, one can construct other constants with the same conformal spin by successive application of the vector field generated by the spherical Hamiltonian:
In general, the members of this sequence are not in involution. At most the first 2s+1 integrals can be independent, while the remaining ones are expressed through them linearly with I-dependent coefficients, since the vector fieldÎ acts on the (2s+1)-vector of constants I (k) s as a square matrix with I-valued entries. The exact amount of functionally independent integrals depends on the I s as well as on the concrete realization of the conformal mechanics.
III. CONSTANTS OF MOTION OF THE SPHERICAL MECHANICS
In this Section we present the construction of the constants of motion for the spherical mechanics (ω 0 , I) from those for the initial conformal mechanics, based on so(3) group representations. This method yields constants of motion of any conformal dimension and recovers the expressions found in [1] .
Any constant of motion I s of the original Hamiltonian is given by its coefficients in the decomposition (12) . The related conservation condition (9), (14) , or (15) is decoupled into independent equations upon diagonalization of the matrix M ,M
Thus, up to an I-valued factor, the vector fieldM is equivalent to the usual spin-z projection operator. The operator exp(− iπ 2Ŝ y ) mapsŜ z toŜ x . The latter is then transformed toM by the operator (−I)Ŝ z /2 , which, for the present, means a formal power series. Together with the factor i √ I it contains square roots of I. ThusM is, in general, complex and multi-valued. When the potential is positive, as is the case in Calogero models, the spherical part is strictly positive, and the operator (17) is complex but single-valued. In any case, all square roots will cancel in the final expressions for the constants of motion.
Define now the rotated basis for the algebra (11), which is formed by the eigenstates of the operatorM . Using (17), we obtain
where d 
The new coefficients are expressed in terms of old ones by means of the inverse transformation [compare (12) with (19) and (18)]:
In the second equation, we have applied the orthogonality condition of the d-matrix [the first equation in (A3)]. Substituting the decomposition (19) into (9) and using the eigenvalue-eigenfunction equation form (19) , we arrive at a similar eigensystem equation for the vector fieldÎ and the rotated angular coefficients:
This provides a formal solution to the system (14) . For systems with positive spherical part, the eigenvalue is a well-defined purely imaginary function, and the evolution of the coefficients driven by the spherical Hamiltonian oscillate with a frequency proportional to m,
Various combinations of these quantities give rise to constants of motion for the spherical Hamiltonian. In particular, for integer spin s, the zero-frequency coefficient f s,0 (u) is an integral itself. Using the explicit expression of the Wigner d-matrix for this case (A5), one can express it in terms of the original coefficients: 
Here, Z denotes the set of integer numbers, so that δ k,2Z = 1 for even values of k and vanishes for the odd values. The supplementary I-dependent factor in front of the angular coefficient eliminates the fractional powers of I, leaving only integral powers of I in the final expression. Up to a normalization factor, (23) coincides with the expression (5.2) of [1] .
For integer values of s, the same integral can also be obtained from the equivalent higher-order differential equation (15) . Indeed, due to (17) or (21), the related differential operator takes the following form:
Therefore, for integer spin value, (15) is reduced tô
which implies that∆ s f s,m is an integral of motion of I. The operator∆ s projects out all but one of the eigenfunctions f s,m ,∆
Therefore, the above integral has to be proportional to (23). This can be verified independently if we apply∆ s to both sides of the inversion of (20) and use (18), (23), (A5):
How to construct an integral of I from an integral of H with half-integral conformal spin? The corresponding representation has no m=0 state, but one can consider such a state in the integral I 2s = I 2 s , which has integral spin value equal to 2s. In general, integrals of I can be built also by bilinear combinations of f s,m (u) with opposite values of the spin projection. In fact, any state
is an integral of I. In the first equation, we have used the symmetry property (A6) of the d-matrix. The Kronecker delta appears after symmetrization over the two summation indices in the first double sum, with the help of
Therefore, the constant of motion J m s of the spherical Hamiltonian is a real polynomial of order 2s in I. There is a clear interpretation of the constructed integrals in terms of representation theory. Take some set of angular functions satisfying (9) or (14), which means that the related quantity I s (12) is an integral of H. Then, according to the tensor product of so (3) representations, one can construct other sets of angular functions,
with S = 2s, 2s − 2, . . . ,
which satisfy a similar equation. The multiplets with odd values of S−2s are absent in the symmetric tensor product, due to the exchange symmetry of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (B3). From the angular functions (30) one can compose "new" integrals of the original Hamiltonian via
each corresponding to a symmetric multiplet in the tensor product of two spin-s multiplets. Note that the first integral from this set just coincides with the square of the original integral, I ′ 2s = I 2 s , as can easily be verified using (B2). Since S is always integer, the related multiplet contains an m = 0 state, which is a constant of motion of the spherical Hamiltonian:
Unwanted fractional powers of I cancel as before. These two sets of integrals are, of course, equivalent. A similar "blending" procedure can be applied to the mixing of two different integrals I s1 and I s2 with integer value of s 1 −s 2 . The resulting integrals of I are parameterized by the whole set of 2s min +1 different angular momenta obeying the sum rule.
The construction straightforwardly generalizes also to multilinear forms composed from the angular functions. The expression (28) expands to
where the last relation implies that the total spin s ℓ must be an integer. These observables can be combined into a single multiplet of integer spin S by a (k−1)-fold application of the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition. The final set of observables f S,m forms an integral of the original Hamiltonian, while its m=0 element corresponds to an integral of the spherical Hamiltonian.
So far, we have only considered products of the angular functions. More generally however, one could also employ fractions of them, with the same spin projection of the numerator and the denominator, such as f s1,m / f s2,m . Of course, this entails introducing singularities, which might create problems for the quantization due to inverse powers of moments.
It has to be mentioned that the variety of angular constants of motion constructed here are not independent. It may even happen that some of them vanish. Moreover, the compatibility of the integrals of motion for H does not at all yet imply the compatibility of the associated integrals for I, as can be seen from (28).
Examples
At the end of this section, we demonstrate our method by presenting some simplest examples for the obtained constants of motion.
First we note that there exist two bilinear conserved quantities (28) and (32), which have a rather simple form in terms of the original angular coefficients. The first one is the canonical "singlet", which is the same both in the original and the rotated basis,
The second one is given by the trivial superpositions of the states (28), which is reduced by the orthogonality of the d-matrices to
For the integral I s of the Hamiltonian H with conformal spin s= 1 2 , the general formula (28) takes its simplest form, up to a normalization factor,
Consider now the integral with conformal spin s=1 of the original Hamiltonian. The related linear integral of I is (see (23))
In addition, there are two quadratic integrals given by (28), one of which (J m=0 s=1 ) is the square of the above integral, while the other one can be identified with either (34) or (35). The Hamiltonian itself can be considered as a particular case. For I 1 = H, the coefficient f 10 vanishes while the others become constants, so the sole constant of I extracted from H is I itself.
The first nontrivial case corresponds to the next conformal spin s = 3 2 , when there is no linear but two independent quadratic integrals. The simplest choice then are the two functions (34) and (35).
IV. FOUR-PARTICLE CALOGERO MODEL
Let us use the general method developed in the previous section to construct the complete set of constants of motion for the spherical mechanics of the four-particle Calogero model after decoupling the center of mass (i.e. of the rational A 3 Calogero model). This spherical mechanics also describes a particle on the two-dimensional sphere, interacting by the Higgs-oscillator law with force centers located in the vertices of a cuboctahedron. By this reason, the system was termed "cuboctahedric Higgs oscillator" [6] .
We remind that the standard rational Calogero model,
has N Liouville constants of motion, given in terms of a Lax matrix by the expression [5] 
where
Hence, I 1 2 = i p i and I 1 = H. Furthermore, the quantities
coincide with Wojciechowski's additional integrals [1] . Together with (39), they form a complete set of functionally independent integrals making the system maximally superintegrable [7] . We choose N =4 and pass to new coordinates 
In the second equation, we introduced spherical coordinates (r, θ, ϕ) on R 3 (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) together with their conjugate momenta (p r , p θ , p ϕ ), so that I(p θ , p ϕ , θ, ϕ) = p 
in accord with the spherical symplectic structure ω 0 = dp θ ∧ dθ + dp ϕ ∧ dϕ. According to (39) and (40), the conformal Hamiltonian (44) has two Liouville constants of motion of conformal dimension three and four, given by 
For β = π/2, the above expression simplifies to
